On the use of processing vibrating velocity in wavenumber domain for computation of sound radiation of baffled plate
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ABSTRACT

Sound radiation from planar radiators can be computed by processing the vibrating velocity in wavenumber domain. As Fourier transform is applied to a finite aperture, wavenumber processing is often accompanied with distortions, resulting errors in calculations. The objective of this paper is to show some techniques to solve the problems encountered in wavenumber processing. Two modified Green function in k-space are given and compared. Sound radiation fields parallel and perpendicular to the plate plane can respectively be obtained from normal velocity measured with a scanning laser vibrometer by k-space signal processing and forward sound field propagation. Investigations show that wavenumber-processing technique is of efficiency in the calculation of sound radiation from vibrating velocity.

1 - INTRODUCTION

It has been shown that structural intensity and its divergence used for an analysis of energy flow can be computed from the distribution of a vibrating complex velocity measured by the holographic interferometry or scanning laser vibrometry techniques using wavenumber processing [1]. The present work was motivated by a need for a software VIBPART [2] to evaluate a sound radiation field of a planar source by processing experimental vibrating velocity in wavenumber domain. Helmholtz integral that is the solution of the wave equation in a sound field by an arbitrary source is a fundamental formula for computing the sound radiation from vibrating sources. This method, however, is time consuming. The Fast Fourier transform was used for evaluation of the radiation field near a thin plate source [3]. It is shown that this method increases the speed of computations with respect to the calculation of the integral. However, the discrete Fourier transform can results bias (aliasing) errors in results of sound fields. The significant bias errors are due to a singularity containing in the k-space Green function. To remedy the bias errors, two modified Green functions were used, the averaged Green function [3] and the Green function with the complex acoustic wave number [4]. This work shows the application of the technique of wavenumber processing in the computation of sound radiation fields from normal vibrating velocity. An equivalent condition for the two types of the modified Green function is derived. From the normal velocity measured by scanning vibrometry technique, radiation fields such as the sound pressure, the intensity, are calculated using wavenumber processing together with NAH. Examples of results are given.
2 - TECHNIQUES OF WAVE NUMBER PROCESSING

**Basic formulations** -- Calculation of sound radiation from the distribution of the normal velocity on an infinite plane using wave number processing is based on the angular spectrum form of the radiation integral involving the Green function that satisfies the Neumann boundary conditions. It is written as [3]

\[ P(k_x,k_y,d) = jk \rho_v c V_x(k_x,k_y) G_v(k_x,k_y,d), \quad p(x,y,d) = F^{-1}[P(k_x,k_y,d)], \]

where \( P(k_x,k_y,z) \) and \( V_x(k_x,k_y) \) are respectively the Spatial Fourier Transform (SFT) of the sound pressure and the normal vibration velocity in the plane. \( F^{-1} \) is the inverse Fourier transform. \( p(x,y,d) \) is the acoustic pressure in the plane \( z = d \). \( G_v(k_x,k_y,d) \) is the SFT of the Green function and is given by

\[ G_v(k_x,k_y,d) = -j \exp(-j k d) / k_x, \quad k = \begin{cases} \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_y^2 - k_z^2} & k_x^2 \geq k_y^2 + k_z^2 \\ -j \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2 - k_z^2} & k_x^2 \leq k_y^2 + k_z^2 \end{cases} \]

The recent techniques of the holographic interferometry or scanning laser vibrometry allow the normal velocity in the plane to be obtained experimentally [1,2]. The pressure field in any plane in front of the source plane can be found from the knowledge of the normal velocity in the plane \( z = 0 \) using Eq. (1). The sound pressure and the vector of the particle velocity \( \mathbf{v}(x,y,z) \) in any plane can be obtained using forward propagation in the wavenumber domain, which is then used to compute the energetic quantities such as the active sound intensity \( I = \text{Re}[p v] / 2 \).

**Modified Green functions** -- Processing in k-space is the use of a finite discrete Fourier transform. Errors associated with the discrete Fourier transform such as the bias caused by the replicated sources and by the singularity in transform space distort results [3]. Eq. (2) shows that \( G_v(k_x,k_y,d) \) has very large values at \( k = 0 \) whenever the radiation circle \( k_x^2 + k_y^2 = k^2 \) coincides with a mesh point. These errors can be reduced by modification of Green function in wave number space \( G_v(k_x,k_y,z) \) [3,7]. An averaged Green function proposed by Williams [3] is obtained by the calculation of the integration over a square area of length \( \Delta k \) centered on the mesh point. By assuming that the velocity spectral \( V(k_x,k_y) \) is slowly varying, the averaged Green function over a square area of length \( \Delta k \) centered on the mesh point is expressed as \( (d = 0) \).

\[ \overline{G_v}(k_x,k_y,0) = \begin{cases} -j 2 \left( \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_y^2} - \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_z^2} \right) / (k_x^2 - k_z^2), & k_x \leq k \\
2 \left( -j \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_y^2} + \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_z^2} \right) / (k_x^2 - k_z^2), & k_1 \leq k \leq k_2 \\
2 \left( \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_y^2} - \sqrt{k_x^2 - k_z^2} \right) / (k_x^2 - k_z^2), & k \leq k_1 \end{cases} \]

where \( k_1 = k_x - \Delta k / 2, \quad k_2 = k_x + \Delta k / 2, \quad k^2 = (m^2 + n^2) \Delta k^2, (m, n = -N+1,-N, ..., 0, 1, 2, ..., N-1,N) \). \( \Delta k = 2 \pi / L, \; L \) is the aperture window. At the point \( (k_x = 0, \; k_y = 0) \), \( \overline{G_v}(0,0,0) = -j / k \). The second modified Green function is to add damping in the acoustic
wave number, \( k_a = k(1 - j\alpha) \), with \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \), where \( \alpha \) is the attenuation coefficient. Substituting \( k_a \) in Eq. (2) yields:

\[ G_i(k_x, k_y, \lambda) = -j \exp \left( -j \lambda \int \frac{k^2 - k_{1x}^2 - k_{1y}^2}{\sqrt{k^2 - k_{1x}^2 - k_{1y}^2}} \right). \] (4)

The effect of adding damping factor \( \alpha \) in the acoustic wave number is to smooth the Green function in k-space as well as to avoid the singularity in Eq. (2), resulting in a point source losing its energy as its sound field propagated out. The averaged Green function can be made equivalent to the Green function of Eq. (4). The equivalent condition is obtained by considering the following expression,

\[ \frac{2}{(k^2 - k_1^2)} \left[ -j \sqrt{k^2 - k_1^2} + \sqrt{k^2 - k_1^2} \right] = -j \frac{\lambda}{\sqrt{k^2 - k_1^2}}, \] (5)

Substituting \( k = k_1 \) and neglecting terms \( (\Delta k / k)^2 \) in Eq. (5) yields the equivalent condition \( \alpha = \Delta k / k_1 \). It is shown that \( \alpha \) depends on the sampling number. Figure 1 shows the nonaveraged Green function, the averaged Green function and the Green function with the complex acoustic wave number where \( k = 25 = k_1(20,20) \) rad/m, \( k_1 = \sqrt{k_x^2 + k_y^2} \). It is shown that both the averaged Green function and that with the complex wavenumber have smoothing effects on the radiation circle so that they avoid from the singularity occurring in the nonaveraged Green function.
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**Figure 1**—Nonaveraged (left), Averaged (middle), Green function and Green function with complex acoustic wavenumber (right) where \( \alpha = 0.055 \) (\( k = 25 \) rad/m, \( \Delta k = 6.0868 \) rad/m).

### 3 - EXAMPLES OF SOUND RADIATIONS FROM A PLANAR SOURCE

For the acquisitions, a scanning vibrometer was used, together with LMS software. It uses a OFV 300 optical head from Polytec, which comprises a single point interferometer with a motor-driven control focusing device. Two galvo-driven mirrors direct the laser beam horizontally and vertically. It allows one to obtain easily the 1024 (32x32) measurement points with a high resolution on a large frequency range (see Figure 2(a)). The plate dimension is 350 mm × 200 mm and its thickness is 3 mm. A pressure field was calculated from the vibrating velocity using Eq. (1). The averaged Green function was used in the evaluation of the pressure spectrum to solve the problem of singularity in Eq. (2). The acoustic radiation field in the plane perpendicular to the vibrating plane is obtained by successively forward propagating sound pressure of the plate to one's prescribed planes. This work was done using a user-friendly acoustic holography software [5] which provides one with the choices of k-space windows and the methods of wavenumber processing such as zero padding and mirror techniques [2] to reduce bias errors caused by direct discrete FFT. The square of amplitude of sound pressure and active intensity on a plane \((x,z)\) at \( y_p = 0.14 \) cm perpendicular to the vibrating plane are respectively shown in Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2 (c). The energy flow can easily be analysed by these representations.
4 - CONCLUSION

From the knowledge of the normal velocity which can be obtained using the holographic interferometry and scanning laser vibrometry, the techniques of processing in wavenumber domain is a very efficient method, allowing one to compute structural intensity and divergence, the radiation sound fields such as sound pressure and velocity, sound intensity and the far-field directivity. To reduce the errors due to discrete Fourier transform in the calculation of sound radiation fields, two modified Green functions were given. Their equivalent conditions are evaluated. This allows us to use one of them in the calculation of sound radiation field. Examples show that 3-dimensional sound radiation fields can be obtained from normal vibrating velocity using wavenumber processing together with the technique of forward sound field propagation.

Figure 2 — (a) Experimental set-up for technique of scanning laser vibrometry. (b) Square of amplitude of sound pressure. (c) Active intensity in the plane vertical to the vibrating plane reconstructed using forward sound field propagation from the normal velocity at f= 1160 Hz.
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